NAME OF COLLECTION: Anatolii L'vovich MARKOV Manuscripts

SOURCE: Purchase, 1958-59

SUBJECT: Markov family history & genealogy; Serf Theatres

DATES COVERED: 1933-1963 NUMBER OF ITEMS: 4

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
       Cataloged: ___ Listed: ___ Arranged: x Not organized: ___

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
       Bound: ____ Boxed: 1 Stored: ____

LOCATION: (Library) CALL-NUMBER Ms Coll/Markov, A.L.

RESTRICTIONS ON USE None

DESCRIPTION: Two typed manuscripts by Anatolii L. Markov (1893- ), who served in the Imperial and White armies and later worked as a journalist in Egypt. One bound manuscript is a historical and genealogical study of the Markov family, entitled, "Istoriiia roda dvorian Markovykh" (206p.). The other manuscript concerns serf theatres: "Krepostnoi teatr v Rossii" (55p.). Two related items are a clipping about Markov, and a note with some corrections to the genealogy.
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